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Abstract 

Local multi-directional magnetization expands the possibilities of magnetic methods of testing and guarantees 

detection of different orientation defects. Using of the movable magnetizing devices provide an increase of efficiency 

by an order and lighten the work of operator of magnetic particle testing. Reciprocating magnetization in different 

directions promotes movement of the magnetic particles in a suspension and rise of defect detectability. Now the 

technology of magnetic particle testing consists of two stages, namely searching of defects at small magnetic field 

and evaluation of the results at increased value of tangential component and reduced normal component of the 

magnetic field. Description of devices used for this technology realization is provided 
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1. Introduction 
 

Magnetic particle testing (MPT) is the most widespread method for detection of surface and sub-

surface defects and fatigue zones of metal structures 
[1,2]

. MPT objects are the parts and 

assemblies of different vehicles, cranes and machining equipment, etc. Series of standards 
[3-6]

 are 

used in MPT field. Some of them assume defect detection in applied or residual magnetic fields 

developed by used magnetizing devices (MD). In contrast to other methods of non-destructive 

testing, the MPT based on these standards has no possibility for performance of continuous 

multidirectional searching of defects due to smooth changing of magnetic flow direction which is 

used for the testing. 

 

2. Background 
 

Application of movable MDs based on constant (neodymium, iron, boron) magnets can eliminate 

this disadvantage [2, 7-10]. They reveal new flaw detection possibilities for magnetic testing, 

including magnetic particle testing, and help development of movable detection systems of local 

multidirectional magnetization. Using of the movable magnetizing devices, which can travel in 

various directions, provides for searching and scanning, and eliminates the necessity of multiple 

laborious rearrangement of MD applied to the surface of ferromagnetic object and reduces the 

possibility of blanks and untested zones. Now the possibility appears for detection of different 

orientation cracks as well as alternating magnetization in zone of indication due to reciprocal 

movement of poles that provide additional improvement of flaw detection. Series of such 

movable MD was developed. Figure 1 shows, as the example, three the most simple design 

schemes of such mobile scanning devices of TVA series with poles in form of disk-shape rolls. 

According to Figure 1, three structural variants of TVA differ in value of magnetic conductivity 

of zones mating with the object surface. In the first case it is a line of contact of round pole and 

part surface. In the second, this is a spot formed by four slots filled with ferromagnetic rods 

(rolls) and in the third there is a contact zone extended due to pole piece and several contact rolls 

located in-series in each slot, leveling the surface irregularities.  
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Each MD has two poles and connecting magnetic joke with source of magnetomotive force 

(mmf). The magnetic poles can move simultaneously when using rigid connecting magnetic core 

or separately from each other. At that the connecting magnetic joke is made flexible. 

 

 
Figure 1. Three variants of structural design of devices of TVA series: 

1) smooth surface; 2) slots and roll; 3) pole piece and several rolls in each slot 

 
Figure 1 shows one by one TVA poles. Distance between them is determined by width of tested 

zone. It makes as a rule 100-150 mm and diameters of round poles are from 50 to 150 mm. 

Creating of sufficient magnetic field tangential component in the object, which should several 

time exceed normal component is very important for efficient defect detection. The magnetic 

conductivity of zone of poles' mating with the object should be increased to the maximum at 

constant value of magnetomotive force for rising of the magnetic field tangential component. It 

can be achieved by the slots made on generatrix of pole in which the ferromagnetic rods of 

trapezoid and round sections are located.  

 

3. Description of the construction 

 
Figure 2 shows the variants of developing the mating zones with increased magnetic conductivity 

and the slots, filled by round and trapezoid rods, in TVA-2 and TVA-3.  

Calculation of increased magnetic conductivity mating zone in TVA-2 and TVA-3 devices should 

consider a pole diameter D, section (diameter d) of movable elements, tooth calculated induction, 

number of elements (rolls) in the slot and etc. Thus, Figure 2 shows that taken D=114 mm and 

d=4.3 mm is the optimum for TVA-2 and TVA-3 systems with contact in four points. Increase of 

width of the contact zone due to piece (TVA-3) and diameter of movable pole provides for rising 

of tangential component of searching magnetic field, extending the contact zone and increasing 

its magnetic conductivity. There are number of design solutions used for receiving of high 

magnetic conductivity. Thus, the contact spot can reach up to 5-6 slots only by increasing of 

diameter D, at preservation of tooth width and rising of diameter d of ferromagnetic rods. It is 

very interesting the peculiarity of dynamics of contact rod behavior in the slots during movement 

and shifting of zone of local magnetization over the surface of ferromagnetic object. The 

ferromagnetic rods (one or several in each slot) of any shape (round, trapezoid etc.) stay in the 

slot up to the moment while the slot approaches to the surface of object, to large ferromagnetic 

mass. Since the rods (rolls) are not fastened in the slot, they can freely move. When the slot 

approaches the object contact zone, i.e. a zone of power magnetic flow, the ferromagnetic rod 

(roll) is taken out from the slot by magnetic field power and attracted to the part. Thus, high 

magnetic conductivity of the object contact zone is provided. After the slot leaves the object 

contact zone, each rod (roll) is drawn back in the slot by pole leakage filed which is present 

around each slot.  



 
Figure 2. Structure of movable poles with rolls (a) and trapezoid rods in structure of TVA-2 type 

 
Therefore, two phases of rod (roll) behavior can be indicated, namely transporting (in a distance 

from the part) and contrasting with the object. This can be well observed in Figure 2, which 

shows how the rod (roll) comes out from the slot when approaching the object surface. Design of 

pole with filled slots (see Table 1, 2) increases magnetic applied field inside the object. All TVA 

devices can change the direction of local magnetization up to 180°. The maximum leakage field 

from the defect appears when the magnetic field from TVA is directed normal to the defect plane. 

Therefore, searching of defects and magnetization should be carried out in different directions 

and with different intensity of reciprocating movements, i.e. active flaw detection with low-

frequency influence on magnetic powder should be performed. Mode of evaluation of found 

defect should follow after the searching mode. At that, direction of magnetization should be 

considered and magnetic filed tangential component, oriented normal to the plane of found 

indication, increased.   

In the evaluation mode, when TVA stays, the magnetic field tangential component can be 

increased due to removable auxiliary pole elements. The examples of some of them are shown in 

Figure 3. Using of auxiliary pole elements increases TVA attraction force to the object and 

magnetic field inside the object. In addition to the increase of tangential component the magnetic 

field normal component is reduced.   

Only part of magnetic flow which can be created by TVA device is transmitted through the object 

being tested in the searching mode. Therefore, it can be easily traveled. Significant part of the 

magnetic field is blocked outside of the test zone at that, and magnetic conductivity of the object 

contact zone is relatively low. Additional elements of magnetic poles which expand the object 

contact zone can be installed, if necessary, during evaluation of specific indication for validation 

it (or not) as a defect. They to some extent repeat the local geometry of surface of the object and 

surface of round pole. If indication (drawing of magnetic powder) is located over the defect, then 

its profile, density and relief of indication drawing will improve at increase of the magnetic field 

tangential component. If discontinuities is absent, then change of magnetic flow in the tested 

zone removes or violates the shapeless accumulation of magnetic powder, the indication is 

dissipated.  

 

 

 

 



No. Object and direction of scanning  Structure of auxiliary pole elements and their positioning during evaluation of 

results of magnetic particle testing  

1 Small diameter rotation bodies, 

longitudinal scanning   

 

2 Small diameter rotation bodies, 

transverse scanning   

 

3 Angled and plane structures, 

longitudinal scanning 

 

4 Removable disks for repeating  

the profile of object with circular 

and plane section   

 
 

Figure 3. Removable auxiliary pole elements for different forms which are used for increase of magnetic field 

tangential component 

 

Figure 3 shows the examples of location of TVA devices with removable auxiliary elements on 

the objects of different shapes. TVA can be located along as well as normal to the axis of the 

object. In the second case, these elements should have boring on object diameter. They should fill 

a gap between the object and plane of movable pole in angled object. Figure 4 shows scheme of 

experiment on the object (320x165x14 mm steel plate) over which different TVA were located 

and measurement of the magnetic field was carried out in δ = 2.0 mm gap inside the object using 

teslameter. The measurements were performed in center of the gap and along its edges. Places of 

measurement are shown by points.   
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Figure 4. Scheme of experiment on evaluation of value of magnetic field inside the object, divided in two parts 

before (a) and after (b, c) setting of auxiliary pole elements for plane (a) and circular (b) objects 

 

Tangential component of the magnetic field increases 1.5 - 2 times in presence of auxiliary pole 

elements. Similar experiments with increase of distance between the poles in several times due to 

extension of magnetic joke do not virtually change the experiment results. Different types of 

auxiliary pole elements were tested. The experiments showed that additional introduced magnetic 

conductivity of the mating zone depends only on pole contact area and object body. This effect 

takes place up to specific number of removable pole elements, number of which can be varied if 

necessary (one or two on each pole). Further increase of object contact area does not provide 

significant changing of the results.   

 

 
 

Figure 5. Schemes of TVA with connecting magnetic joke on flexible elements for complex 

irregular surfaces: cables (a) and plates (b) 

 

When the geometry of object surface is complex and irregular, for example, such as the elements 

of rolling railway stock, then the magnetizing devices (Figure 5, 6) should be used in which the 

poles are connected by hinges or flexible magnetic jokes, capable to provide synchronous or 

separate (one pole is moved and another is stable) traveling of each pole in different directions 

and different planes. The most effective was TVA-4 with flexible hinge connecting magnetic 

joke. Figure 6 shows the photos of local magnetization of different parts of side frames of railway 

trucks and wheels.  
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Figure 6. TVA-4 application for testing of side frames (a, b) of trucks and elements of railway wheels (c, d) 

 
 

  
Figure 7. TVA-5 device with movable pole traveling in the zone of stable pole positioning 

 
Figure 6 shows the examples of application of TVA-4 with hinge connecting magnetic joke. If 

necessary, TVA-4 poles are located in series one by another (Figures, 6 c, d). Such a local 

regulated magnetization can detect virtually all surface and sub-surface defects in wheel rims, in 

rolling-stock parts. Figures 7, a, b show the photos of two positions of TVA-5 device with one 

movable pole, made in the form of platform capable to move 360° around the stable pole. The 

contact side of movable platform, being turned to the object, has structure similar to TVA-2 

(Figure 1), i.e. contain the slots with movable rolls. The pole with movable platform can be easily 

travelled by operator in the zone of stable pole positioning.       
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Figure 8. Photos: a) TVA-4 over the shaft of power compressor; b, c, d) TVA-2 on the elements of railway structures;  

e) TVA-4 on 1020 pipeline bend; f) TVA-1 with auxiliary pole elements in mode of indication evaluation 
 

If TVA is designed for specific surface curvature, for example for specific range of shaft or pipe 

diameters, then the outer surface of the pole will repeat this curvature.  

Figure 4 shows a special device TVA-1 with beveling or forming of outer planes of round 

magnetic poles.  This increases magnetic conductivity in the zone of contact with the object 

similar to junctions in Figure 3. The TVA devices from Figure 8 are shown from different sides 

with auxiliary pole elements in form of side plates and without them. 

 

 



4. Results and discussions 
 

A lot of literature 
[3,4,5]

 is dedicated to defect detection during magnetic particle testing. It follows 

based on it that magnetic filed of more than 100 A/cm does not provide additional information 

about defects of 0.005-0.1 mm width and h = 1.0-5.0 mm depth. At that, the values of fields over 

the defects of 5 mm and 1.0 mm depth can differ only in 1.5-2.5 times.  

 
Table 1. Technical characteristics of some TVA devices 

 

Pole 

structure 

according 

to Figure 1 

Pole size Intensity of magnetic field 

outside the object being tested, 

kA/m 

Peculiarities of 

structures used in 

TVA experiment 

diameter width inter-pole 

distance 

between 

poles 

at the most distant 

azimuthal points 

ТVА-1 114 10 75 25 75/81 Smooth poles, 

Figure 8 

ТVА-2 100 13 98 18 85/92 Poles with contact 

rolls, Figures 1, 2a 

ТVА-3 110 23 180-110 0,8/11,5 61/64 Multi-position TVA  

with independent 

traveling of each 

pole, Figure 6. 

 
Table 2. Value of magnetizing field (kA/m) in the upper part of 2 mm air gap dividing 

320x165x14 mm plate into two parts 

 

Type Without 

removable 

auxiliary elements 

With removable side plates, having different dimensions 

6×25×60 12×25×60 6×25×25 

ТVА-1 186 250 265 210 

ТVА-2 212 270 285 275 

ТVА-3 285 302 308 294 
The measurements were carried out using teslameter with Hall sensor. 

 

It means that searching of all surface defects can be carried out with relatively low field and 

identification of the indication image can be performed using increased magnetic field. At the 

same time, detection of sub-surface defects of hard-magnetic metals requires the magnetic fields 

of more than 100 A/cm. The width of magnetic trace from the defect on the surface increases 

with rise of the depth of its occurrence, but only to specific depth outside of which the trace width 

starts to reduce. 

Table 2 shows the results of investigation of magnetic field values inside 2.0 mm gap, located 

between poles of three types of TVA series devices with different removable auxiliary pole 

elements which allow significantly increasing magnetizing field inside the object being tested.  

It follows from Table 2 that the auxiliary elements in from of side pole elements significantly 

increase magnetic field inside the object. They are the most efficient for the simplest TVA-1 with 

smooth pole. In this case 1.43 time increase of the magnetic field is observed. This approach has 



the lowest efficiency for TVA-3 with slots, where only 1.08 time increase of the field is observed 

as was expected. Thus, all TVA models provide for regulated deep local magnetization of the 

radiated hard-magnetic objects. Reduction of the magnetizing fields, for example for magnetic 

soft steels, is performed by decrease of mmf sources, positioned inside the TVA connecting 

magnetic joke, which are designed mainly for study of hard-magnetic steel of large thickness and 

have power multi-element mmf sources.  

 

5. Conclusions 

 
1. Movable local multidirectional magnetization using applied magnetic field opens new 

possibilities for magnetic methods, expands the capabilities of magnetic particle testing, rises 

several times its efficiency and provides the modes for searching and evaluation of 

indications at the expense of value and direction of tangential component of the magnetic 

field.  

2. Mobile magnetizing devices of TVA series provide a multidirectional transmission of 

magnetic flow through the metal construction, searching of direction, which gives the best 

form of indication, and reduce a number of false indications.   

3. Possibility of reciprocating motion of TVA devices promoted better distribution of the 

magnetic powder, its concentration over the surface fields, which can appear over the defect 

as well as zones of internal stresses, for example, due to metal fatigue or other reasons.   

4. At the beginning, we recommend a searching of indications with relatively small magnetic 

field, determined by steel properties, type of possible defects and conditions, stated in 

procedure of testing. Evaluation of indications can be carried out with the increased magnetic 

field tangential component, using, for example, auxiliary pole elements. 
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